User Printing with the
Reform Print Driver

Specify distribution from
your application

User Printing
FabSoft’s User Printing with the Reform Print
Driver provides a complete solution for ondemand document management and distribution.
With the Reform Printer Driver, when a user goes
to print from their application, they can
immediately specify the destination of their
documents to various devices. For example, a user
creates a file in Microsoft Word. Upon printing,
they are presented with a window that allows
them to configure various device settings and
options. These adjustable settings can include
printer options such as color, media type, duplex,
stapling, etc; fax numbers and memos can be
entered to deliver the document to fax; and
indexes, directory locations, descriptions and
form types can be specified in order to archive
documents to digital archive systems. Once the
user enters all of the desired destination
information for the document, it is then used to
route the document accordingly.
FabSoft's User Printing provides users with the
convenience of indicating document delivery
details right from their application, resulting in
time and cost savings, elimination of errors due to
physical filing and an increased access and sharing of important information. Additionally, the window that is presented can be
modified to include any options and fields desired. This ensures that documents are being delivered to the correct locations since
you can control which folders, devices, print options, etc. can be accessed.

Benefits of User Printing with the Reform Print Driver


When a user prints a document from their application, routing information can be immediately specified by the user.



Users can conveniently select printer options, indexes, directory locations, fax numbers, etc.



A single print job can be automatically distributed to an unlimited number of output devices - send copies to printers, fax,
email and archive systems.



Automating document management and distribution eliminates filing errors and frees up more time for employees.



Save money on postage by delivering documents electronically via fax or email, and replace expensive pre-printed forms
with plain paper.



Increased access to current important document information improves business workflow quality and facilitates informed
decision making.



Documents archived by Reform can be easily copied and stored off-site so that information cannot get lost, stolen, or
damaged

User Printing with the
Reform® Print Driver

About FabSoft’s Reform®
The Reform Print Driver is part of FabSoft’s core
product, Reform. Reform streamlines business
workflow by automating document management,
enhancement, and distribution. Along with capturing
the print stream from the user’s application, Reform
can also capture documents from the Host System or
a device. Documents are then automatically
distributed to printers, fax, email and archive systems
according to the information in the print stream or
what was entered using the Reform Print Driver.
Additionally, documents can be routed to FabSoft’s
other solutions, such as Document Authority Control
for approval processes and Tag Doc for management
of outgoing and incoming paperwork. FabSoft offers
various solutions that are flexible enough to improve
the processes of any organization, despite what their
needs may be.
For more information on FabSoft’s Reform and other products, visit www.fabsoft.com/products.
About FabSoft
Established in 1992, FabSoft is a leading developer of document automation solutions that enable companies of all
sizes to expand their maximum level of productivity. FabSoft specializes in streamlining workflow through intelligent
document distribution and enhancement, with products that are fully compatible with all operating systems,
applications and devices. FabSoft’s solutions do not change the organization’s existing workflow, but enhance it – so
they are very easy to utilize and for users to grow accustomed to.
FabSoft’s line of solutions include: automatic document capture and routing of print jobs and scanned documents to
printers, fax, e-mail & archive systems; electronic form enhancement; multi-part form distribution; barcode; image
link; check printing; security print; distribution from the multi-function device or application; document approval
processing; and more. FabSoft's solutions are simple to install and easy to use and can integrate with accounting,
finance and management systems of all kinds. To date, FabSoft has successfully implemented more than 16,000
installations around the world.
User Printing requires FabSoft’s Reform® Enterprise. Other requirements may also apply depending on desired workflow.
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